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TASK AND EXECUTIVE SEATING REACH NEW HEIGHTS WITH ENCORE’S PINNACLE COLLECTION
October 23, 2014, Cerritos, CA—Encore is elevating the design conversation with the introduction of Pinnacle, a
sophisticated collection of executive, task and guest seating that is perfectly adapted to the open, flexible and
collaborative nature of today’s workplace. Intended for contemporary corporate environments, the collection’s
elegant styling belies its wide variety of functional and aesthetic options, resulting in an unparalleled seating experience.
Equally at home in a conference room, workstation or executive office, Pinnacle is characterized by a slim profile
and geometric form that creates a crisp, tailored look even when viewed from behind. With an array of
upholstery, base, back and arm choices, the collection offers exceptional versatility and can be dressed up or
down to complement virtually any workplace setting. The breathable knit suspension back is available in ten
striking colors ranging from sunny yellows to cool blues and warm neutrals, and the upholstered back option can
be specified in an assortment of rich, patterned fabrics for added visual interest.
Pinnacle isn’t all about appearance however; it offers superior comfort through a memory foam-enhanced seat
(standard on all models) as well as a compound, curved back and seat shape that are designed to provide longterm support in a variety of seated positions, including upright during tasking functions or reclined for more
casual settings.
Its upscale counterpart, the refined Pinnacle EX, is available in high or mid-back styles, with chrome and polished
aluminum accents—including an intuitive synchro knee-tilt mechanism for easy adjustment—that add an air of
sophistication to the corporate board room or office. Other tastefully crafted elements include a contoured
chrome back support and stitching details on fully upholstered models, which add yet another level of refinement.
The accompanying guest chair features the same back upholstery options as Pinnacle task and executive models
and is offered in all Encore standard and premium frame finishes. All chairs in the collection are cohesively
designed to complement one another in shared environments or stand equally well on their own.
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“The changing nature of today’s workplace requires seating products that meet the diverse needs of users and
that are as flexible as they are stylish,” notes David Logsdon, Encore Director of Sales. “Pinnacle represents a step
up in contract seating by offering designers and specifiers unmatched versatility in a single collection that is
perfectly suited for these dynamic interiors.”
Whether conferencing, working, collaborating or simply waiting, Pinnacle offers superior comfort and clean,
contemporary styling that complements any corporate environment.
#####
Raising the benchmark in design, comfort and flexibility, Encore is a leading provider of contemporary options-oriented seating and table
products for a host of applications, ranging from corporate offices to educational institutions, hospitality, healthcare facilities and more.
With a focus on flexibility and personalized attention, Encore strives to provide innovative solutions for ever-changing requirements and
deliver outstanding service for customers every time, offering standard lead-times of four weeks or less, an extensive Quick-Ship program, as
well as partnerships with some of the most widely recognized textile manufacturers in the industry.
Sharing strong organizational ties to parent company, Arcadia, they are able to draw upon an established knowledge base of product design,
engineering, sales and service, all the while maintaining competitive pricing and a comprehensive warranty on all products. An assured
manufacturing capability, enduring commitment to new product development and responsive approach to customer service have solidified
Encore’s reputation as a leader in the contract furniture industry.
For more information, contact Blanca Sauceda, Marketing Coordinator, at 800.585.5957 or blancas@encoreseating.com.
Encore is an Arcadia company.

